ARTIST IN RESIDENCE

MIRIAM FITZGERALD JUSKOVA
“YOU ARE ALL INVITED”

The Gallery Montenotte, February 2021 to July 2021,
in association with The Gallery Kinsale

Paper art by artist Miriam Fitzgerald Juskova will be on display at The Montenotte Hotel
until the end of July 2022, as part of the Artist in Residence programme to support Irish
artistic talent.

MIRIAM FITZGERALD JUSKOVA
YOU ARE ALL INVITED
Miriam Fitzgerald Juskova is a visual artist originally from Slovakia, living
in Ireland for almost 20 years, creating three-dimensional paper artwork.
Her first ever solo exhibition ‘You Are All Invited’ is showing from February
to July 2022 as part of our Artist in Residence programme in association
with The Gallery Kinsale.
In this collection Miriam expands her passion for colourful patterns of
geometry. Working with calm and brave colours combinations, with
symmetry and repetition of geometric shapes, Miriam creates various
geometric configurations.
Along with the sharp geometric artworks, Miriam has also introduced
more organic pieces - ‘Hugs’. They are more floating pieces representing
much-needed hugs in these unpredictable times.
To view the full exhibition visit: thegallerykinsale.com/exhibition

ABOUT THE ART AND ARTIST
Miriam graduated as a Furniture Designer and was always inspired by
geometry and mathematics, strong subjects in her family, with her mother
and sister both working as math teachers.
Miriam's work, also known as Paper On Edge, is based on an old
traditional technique of paper quilling. By combining this with her passion
for mathematics and geometry, she introduces a whole new visual art
language. Each piece is based on a specific mathematical relationship,
symmetry or sequence, and is usually based on basic platonic shapes.
To create each finished artwork she spends hours designing, cutting,
folding and glueing paper, in order to achieve the required depth and
movement. She approaches the process with a mixture of curiosity and
precision. Some pieces are created intuitively, while others are
pre-designed with every single cut carefully measured. Colours and
textures are architectonically brought alive, fusing mathematics and art
together.
After a very successful first year entering the Art world in 2019, Miriam
finished her job as a structural engineer and became a full-time artist. She
believes she can bring new dimensions to contemporary art and bring joy
to the everyday life of her viewers and buyers which we hope you enjoy.
Artworks are available to purchase and enquiries can be made by contacting The Gallery
Kinsale on +353 (0)86 844 8589 or info@thegallerykinsale.com

You Are All Invited
87cm x 87cm
€2,250

Angel’s Hug 1
33cm x 33cm
€295

Bright Shadow
61cm x 61cm
€650

Universe No. 1
63cm x 63cm
€650

Destiny
53cm x 53cm
€620

Wonder of Rocks
53cm x 53cm
€550

Sunrise
53cm x 53cm
€550

Universe No. 2
63cm x 63cm
€650

Angel’s Hug 2
33cm x 33cm
€295

Coffee Break
53cm x 53cm
€550

Dark Shadow
61cm x 61cm
€650

Nature Break
53cm x 53cm
€450

